
Rickmansworth School
Year 7 Dance Judgement Descriptors

Unit Autumn 1

Introduction to
Dance

Autumn 2

Dance Styles
in

Performance

Spring 1

Professional Work 1:
Nutcracker! By

Matthew Bourne
Gobstoppers

Spring 2

Professional Work 1:
Nutcracker! By

Matthew Bourne
Frozen Lake

Summer 1

House Choreography Process

Summer 2

House Choreography Performance

Key skills Performance
Technical

ASDR

Physical
Expressive

Choreography
Motif and

Development

Choreographic
Devices

Structure

Choreography
Structure

Aural Setting

Demonstrating Dance Knowledge

Mastery

Each sequence is consistently
accurate in all areas and is
performed with excellent
strength of focus, projection and
precision.  The performance
demonstrates stamina and flair
and is thoroughly engaging with
consistent individual expression.

Choreograph tableaux showing use of different
dynamics, contact (including lifts)
demonstrating different ideas within the
context of the chosen narrative.
Choreograph transitions within the
Contemporary style enhancing the theme.
Linking movements add interest to the dance.
Choreograph a section that uses relationships
to represent ice skating (The Frozen Lake) OR
laddish behaviour (the Gobstoppers).
Perform the set dance showing good technique
and use of some expressive skills.

Feedback showcases exceptional
subject knowledge and
understanding of the rehearsal
process.
Exceptional demonstration of
safe working practice,
appropriate wear is consistent,
and rehearsal is focused and
disciplined.

Exceptional demonstration of mental
skills and attributes such as muscle
memory, planning and capacity to
improve. The final performance
demonstrates an exceptional
understanding of action, space,
dynamics, relationships, and
choreographic devices, structure and
aural setting.

Secure
Each sequence is performed with
consistent accuracy of movement,
timing and musicality.  Evidence
of strength, fluency and flexibility
are shown with a high degree of
confidence and personal
expression.

Choreograph tableaux showing use of obvious
dynamics ( fast and slow) demonstrating the
narrative in different ways (e.g. Gobstoppers -
fast/sharp, different pathways, use of contact,
lead & follow, action reaction)).
Choreograph transitions to connect each
tableau together keeping within the style of the
dance and enhancing the choreographic intent.
Perform the teacher-taught phrase showing
accuracy in action, space and timing.

Response to feedback showcases
a highly developed subject
knowledge and understanding of
choreographic processes.
Highly developed demonstration
of safe working practice and
appropriate wear is consistent
and rehearsal is focused and
disciplined.

Highly developed demonstration of
mental skills and attributes such as
commitment, systematic repetition
and mental rehearsal. The final
performance demonstrates a highly
developed understanding of action,
space, dynamics, relationships, and
choreographic devices, structure and
aural setting.



Developing
Each sequence is performed with
consistent accuracy of movement,
timing, coordination, balance and
rhythmic awareness. Confidence
is shown when performing with
some personal expression.

Choreograph tableaux (using own ideas) clearly
showing the narrative in two different ways (e.g.
Frozen Lake: snow & ice, Gobstoppers: fighting
& motorbike).
Choreograph transitions to connect each
tableau together keeping with the style of the
dance.
Perform the teacher-taught phrase showing
accurate actions and space and mostly accurate
timing.

Feedback showcases some
subject knowledge and
understanding of choreographic
processes.
Demonstration of safe working
practice and appropriate wear is
consistent, and rehearsal is
mostly focused and disciplined.

Moderate demonstration of mental
skills and attributes such as
confidence and discipline. The final
performance demonstrates some
understanding of action, space,
dynamics, relationships, and
choreographic devices, although the
structure is incomplete and the aural
setting could be more closely linked to
the choreographic intent.

Emerging

Perform each sequence with
some evidence of accuracy of
movement, timing and control.
Some confidence is shown when
performing.

Choreograph tableaux (using teacher examples
coupled with own ideas) showing the basic
narrative  of the selected section i.e. Frozen
Lake - skating, Gobstoppers - fighting.
Choreograph simple transitions to connect each
tableau together.
Perform the teacher taught motif showing
mostly accurate action and space.

Response to feedback showcases
a simple understanding of the
choreographic process.
Inconsistent demonstration of
safe working practice and
appropriate wear. Rehearsal
could be more disciplined.

Some demonstration of mental skills
and attributes such as concentration
and responding to feedback. The final
performance demonstrates a simple
understanding of action, space,
dynamics, relationships, and
choreographic devices. Structure is
limited and there is little/no
connection between the aural setting
and the choreographic intent.


